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 Bee Time
Lessons from the Hive
by Mark L. Winston

ISBN: 9780674368392
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Harvard University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 283
Price: $32.95

Being among bees is a full-body experience, Mark Winston writes-from the low hum of tens of thousands of insects and the pungent smell of honey and
beeswax, to the sight of workers flying back and forth between flowers and the hive. The experience of an apiary slows our sense of time, heightens our
awareness, and inspires awe.Bee Timepresents Winston's reflections on three decades spent studying these creatures, and on the lessons they can teach about
how humans might better interact with one another and the natural world.

Like us, honeybees represent a pinnacle of animal sociality. How they submerge individual needs into the colony collective provides a lens through which to
ponder human societies. Winston explains how bees process information, structure work, and communicate, and examines how corporate boardrooms are
using bee societies as a model to improve collaboration. He investigates how bees have altered our understanding of agricultural ecosystems and how urban
planners are looking to bees in designing more nature-friendly cities.

The relationship between bees and people has not always been benign. Bee populations are diminishing due to human impact, and we cannot afford to ignore
what the demise of bees tells us about our own tenuous affiliation with nature. Toxic interactions between pesticides and bee diseases have been particularly
harmful, foreshadowing similar effects of pesticides on human health. There is much to learn from bees in how they respond to these challenges. In
sustaining their societies, bees teach us ways to sustain our own.

 The Big Swim
Coming Ashore in a World Adrift
by Carrie Saxifrage

ISBN: 9780865717985
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: New Society Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-04-01
Pages: 192
Price: $16.95

The Big Swim puts forward the idea that personal growth arises from facing both inner tensions and threats to the biosphere. In a collection of stories that is
frequently touching, surprisingly funny and always thought-provoking, author Carrie Saxifrage seeks out the places where science meets self-discovery,
inviting us to join her as she:Learns the art of appreciation from an ancient jawbone
Hikes solo through the wilderness to find balance in a field of blueberries
Swims for four hours through cold, open water, seeking a fleeting state of grace.

Each of the stories in The Big Swim encourages possibilities for greater personal satisfaction with lower environmental impacts. While exploring significant
topics, such as sustainable forestry, nature-centered philosophy or First Nations culture, the author discovers that the greatest adventure is learning to align
how she lives with what she loves. By turning her own despair into action she paves the way for us all to discover the many tools we have at hand to meet
the biggest challenge humanity has ever faced.

 How to Breathe Underwater
Field Reports from an Age of Radical Change
by Chris Turner

ISBN: 9781927428757
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Biblioasis
Pub. Date: 2014-10-15
Pages: 224
Price: $22.95

From The Simpsons to Cyberjaya, the multimedia supercorridor of Malaysia; from Pepsi's failed breakfast beverages to a climate crisis seen through scuba
goggles; from dotcom bubbles to the Great Bear Rainforest, the essays of Chris Turner's Breathing Underwater exhort us to meet the challenges of
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sustainability - ecological, economic, and cultural - with innovation instead of lamentation.

 Common Birds of Nunavut
by Mark Mallory

ISBN: 9781927095669
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Inhabit Media Inc.
Pub. Date: 2014-04-21
Pages: 174
Price: $19.95

Explore the fascinating world of Nunavut's diverse bird populations in this richly visual, informative book.

Through beautiful photographs and a broad range of information, readers will learn about the appearances, traditional uses, and behaviours of Arctic birds.
With detailed information on more than 50 species, this book provides an in-depth look at Arctic birds.

Far from a barren land of ice and snow, this book will introduce readers to the vibrant natural life of Nunavut through its distinct ornithology.

 Countdown
Our Last, Best Hope for a Future on Earth?
by Alan Weisman

ISBN: 9780316097741
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 528
Price: $20.00

A powerful investigation into the chances for humanity's future from the author of the bestseller The World Without Us.

In his bestselling book The World Without Us, Alan Weisman considered how the Earth could heal and even refill empty niches if relieved of humanity's
constant pressures. Behind that groundbreaking thought experiment was his hope that we would be inspired to find a way to add humans back to this vision
of a restored, healthy planet-only in harmony, not mortal combat, with the rest of nature.

But with a million more of us every 4 1/2 days on a planet that's not getting any bigger, and with our exhaust overheating the atmosphere and altering the
chemistry of the oceans, prospects for a sustainable human future seem ever more in doubt. For this long awaited follow-up book, Weisman traveled to more
than 20 countries to ask what experts agreed were probably the most important questions on Earth--and also the hardest: How many humans can the planet
hold without capsizing? How robust must the Earth's ecosystem be to assure our continued existence? Can we know which other species are essential to our
survival? And, how might we actually arrive at a stable, optimum population, and design an economy to allow genuine prosperity without endless growth?

Weisman visits an extraordinary range of the world's cultures, religions, nationalities, tribes, and political systems to learn what in their beliefs, histories,
liturgies, or current circumstances might suggest that sometimes it's in their own best interest to limit their growth. The result is a landmark work of
reporting: devastating, urgent, and, ...
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 The Last Bonobo

A Journey Through the Congo
by Deni Bechard

ISBN: 9781771960328
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Biblioasis
Pub. Date: 2015-04-30
Pages: 400
Price: $24.95

When Deni BÃ©chard learned of the last living bonobos--the matriarchal great apes who are, alongside chimpanzees, our closest relatives--he began
exploring ways to reverse their alarming decline. Upon arriving in war-ravaged Congo, BÃ©chard connected with the Bonobo Conservation Institute (BCI),
a small organization that has done more to save bonobos than any of its larger counterparts. Witnessing BCI's activities first-hand, BÃ©chard realized that its
approach offers a unique, inspiring, post-colonial model of conservation that is saving the bonobo by helping rebuild and revitalize Congolese communities
devastated by war and chronic unemployment.

Part history, part travelogue, part environmental manifesto, The Last Bonobo forces us to reexamine established modes of conservation--while blazing a path
toward new, sustainable solutions to our most urgent environmental issues.

 Natural Capital
Valuing the Planet
by Dieter Helm

ISBN: 9780300210989
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Yale University Press
Pub. Date: 2015-06-01
Pages: 296
Price: $43.00

Natural capital is what nature provides to us for free. Renewables—like species—keep on coming, provided we do not drive them towards extinction. Non-
renewables—like oil and gas—can only be used once. Together, they are the foundation that ensures our survival and well-being, and the basis of all
economic activity. In the face of the global, local, and national destruction of biodiversity and ecosystems, economist Dieter Helm here offers a crucial set of
strategies for establishing natural capital policy that is balanced, economically sustainable, and politically viable.
 
Helm shows why the commonly held view that environmental protection poses obstacles to economic progress is false, and he explains why the environment
must be at the very core of economic planning. He presents the first real attempt to calibrate, measure, and value natural capital from an economic
perspective and goes on to outline a stable new framework for sustainable growth. Bristling with ideas of immediate global relevance, Helm’s book shifts the
parameters of current environmental debate. As inspiring as his trailblazing The Carbon Crunch, this volume will be essential reading for anyone concerned
with reversing the headlong destruction of our environment.
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 The Once and Future World

Nature As It Was, As It Is, As It Could Be
by J.b. Mackinnon

ISBN: 9780307362193
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-08-12
Pages: 272
Price: $21.00

From one of Canada's most exciting writers and ecological thinkers, a book that will change the way we see nature and show that in restoring the living
world, we are also restoring ourselves.  

The Once and Future World began in the moment J.B. MacKinnon realized the grassland he grew up on was not the pristine wilderness he had always
believed it to be. Instead, his home prairie was the outcome of a long history of transformation, from the disappearance of the grizzly bear to the introduction
of cattle. What remains today is an illusion of the wild--an illusion that has in many ways created our world.
 
In 3 beautifully drawn parts, MacKinnon revisits a globe exuberant with life, where lions roam North America and 20 times more whales swim in the sea. He
traces how humans destroyed that reality, out of rapaciousness, yes, but also through a great forgetting. Finally, he calls for an "age of restoration," not only
to revisit that richer and more awe-filled world, but to reconnect with our truest human nature. MacKinnon never fails to remind us that nature is a menagerie
of marvels. Here are fish that pass down the wisdom of elders, landscapes still shaped by "ecological ghosts," a tortoise that is slowly remaking prehistory.
"It remains a beautiful world," MacKinnon writes, "and it is its beauty, not its emptiness, that should inspire us to seek more nature in our lives."

 Our Ice Is Vanishing / Sikuvut Nunguliqtuq
A History of Inuit, Newcomers, and Climate Change
by Shelley Wright

ISBN: 9780773544628
Binding: Hardback 
Series: McGill-Queen's Native and Northern
Publisher: McGill-Queen's University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-08-15
Pages: 420
Price: $39.95

The Arctic is ruled by ice. For Inuit, it is a highway, a hunting ground, and the platform on which life is lived. While the international community argues
about sovereignty, security, and resource development at the top of the world, the Inuit remind us that they are the original inhabitants of this magnificent
place - and that it is undergoing a dangerous transformation. The Arctic ice is melting at an alarming rate and Inuit have become the direct witnesses and
messengers of climate change.    Through an examination of Inuit history and culture, alongside the experiences of newcomers to the Arctic seeking land,
wealth, adventure, and power, Our Ice Is Vanishing describes the legacies of exploration, intervention, and resilience. Combining scientific and legal
information with political and individual perspectives, Shelley Wright follows the history of the Canadian presence in the Arctic and shares her own journey
in recollections and photographs, presenting the far North as few people have seen it.  Climate change is redrawing the boundaries of what Inuit and non-
Inuit have learned to expect from our world. Our Ice Is Vanishing demonstrates that we must engage with the knowledge of the Inuit in order to understand
and negotiate issues of climate change and sovereignty claims in the region.

 Quiver Trees, Phantom Orchids and Rock Splitters
The Remarkable Survival Strategies of Plants
by Jesse Vernon Trail

ISBN: 9781770412088
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: ECW Press
Pub. Date: 2015-06-01
Pages: 300
Price: $24.95

A fascinating exploration of the world's most unusual plants
Whether it's an arctic heather that can create subtropical conditions within its leaves or a dwarf mistletoe that can shoot its seeds up to 50 feet away, plants
demonstrate remarkable strategies in coping with and surviving their environment. They are often exposed to bitter cold, relentless winds, intense heat,
drought, fire, pollution, and many other adverse growing conditions. Yet they are still able to survive and often even thrive.
Quiver Trees, Phantom Orchids and Rock Splitters: The Remarkable Survival Strategies of Plants showcases these exceptional plants with absorbing
information and stunning photos that will inspire a new respect for nature's innovation and resilience.
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 Reclaiming the Commons for the Common Good

by Heather Menzies

ISBN: 9780865717589
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: New Society Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 240
Price: $17.95

Commoning was a way of life for most of our ancestors. In Reclaiming the Commons for the Common Good, author Heather Menzies journeys to her roots
in the Scottish Highlands, where her family lived in direct relation with the land since before recorded time.
Beginning with an intimate account of unearthing the heritage of the commons and the real tragedy of its loss, Menzies offers a detailed description of the
self-organizing, self-governing and self-informing principles of this nearly forgotten way of life, including its spiritual practices and traditions. She then
identifies pivotal commons practices that could be usefully revived today. A final 'manifesto' section pulls these facets together into a unified vision for
reclaiming the commons, drawing a number of current popular initiatives into the commons and commoning frame - such as local food security,
permaculture and the Occupy Movement.
An engaging memoir of personal and political discovery, Reclaiming the Commons for the Common Good combines moving reflections on our common
heritage with a contemporary call to action, individually and collectively, locally and globally. Readers will be inspired by the book's vision of reviving the
commons ethos of empathy and mutual respect, and energized by her practical suggestions for connecting people and place for the common good.

 The Right to Be Cold
One Woman's Story of Protecting Her Culture, the Arctic and the Whole Planet
by Sheila Watt-cloutier

ISBN: 9780670067107
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 352
Price: $32.95

The Right to Be Cold   is a human story of resilience, commitment, and survival told from the unique vantage point of an Inuk woman who, in spite of many
obstacles, rose from humble beginnings in the Arctic community of Kuujjuaq, Quebec--where she was raised by a single parent and grandmother and
travelled by dog team in a traditional, ice-based Inuit hunting culture--to become one of the most influential and decorated environmental, cultural, and
human rights advocates in the world.    The Right to Be Cold   explores the parallels between safeguarding the Arctic and the survival of Inuit culture--and
ultimately the world--in the face of past, present, and future environmental degradation. Sheila Watt-Cloutier passionately argues that climate change is a
human rights issue and one to which all of us on the planet are inextricably linked. The Right to Be Cold is the culmination of Watt-Cloutier's regional,
national, and international work over the last twenty-five years, weaving historical traumas and current issues such as climate change, leadership, and
sustainability in the Arctic into her personal story to give a coherent and holistic voice to an important subject.

 The Sweetness of a Simple Life
Tips for Healthier, Happier and Kinder Living from a Visionary Natural Scientist
by D. Beresford-kroeger

ISBN: 9780345812964
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 368
Price: $22.00

The author of The Global Forest--an international bestseller and a classic upon publication, beloved by readers around the world--gives us her tips and advice
for achieving better health and peace of mind, with frugality, simplicity and pleasure not far behind.
     In The Sweetness of a Simple Life, Diana Beresford-Kroeger mixes science with storytelling, wonderment, magic, myth and plenty of common sense.
Orphaned at an early age, Beresford-Kroeger was tutored by elderly relatives in Ireland in the Druidic tradition, taught the overlap between the arts and
sciences, and the triad of body, mind and spirit. After pursuing a Ph.D. in medical biochemistry, Beresford-Kroeger set out on a quest to preserve the world's
forests. In this warm and wise collection of essays, she gives us a guide for living simply and well: which foods to eat and which to avoid; how to clean our
homes and look after pets; how we can protect ourselves and our loved ones from illness; and why we need to appreciate nature. She provides an easy dose
of healing, practical wisdom, blending modern medicine with aboriginal traditions. This inspiring, accessible book emphasizes back to basics, with the
touchstone not an exotic religion or meditation practice, but the natural world around us.
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 The Ugly Animals

We Can't All Be Pandas
by Simon Watt

ISBN: 9780750960588
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Ugly Animal Perservation Society
Publisher: The History Press
Pub. Date: 2015-05-01
Pages: 144
Price: $22.95

60 of the world's ugliest and most endangered animals  This collection of 60 of the world's most ugly (and endangered) animals, features rare imagery and
explanatory text. The author is a high-profile biologist but also a stand-up comedian, and the text combines expert research with a light tone.
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